




Easy & Intuitive Video Management  Monitor multiple 

cameras, zoom-in on points of interest, and playback  

recorded video to review incidents and key events.   

Stratocast’s advanced video engine allows you to smoothly  

stream high-quality video in order to quickly search 

through your recordings. 

Security at 
Your Fingertips. 
Enjoy greater peace of mind and convenience knowing that your  

business is safe, and operations are running smoothly. Stratocast is a 

modern approach to security, providing hassle-free, HD video monitoring 

that can be accessed from any laptop, tablet, or phone. With the ability  

to instantly view live and recorded video safely stored in the cloud,  

your business is never far away. 





Hassle-Free 
& Affordable. 
Because Stratocast is cloud-based, no software installation or configuration 

is required, meaning that your system will be up and running in no time. 

With only cameras to install, deployment is hassle-free, and you do not 

need to invest in on-site DVRs and servers.

Automated Updates  Updates are seamlessly deployed to 

your system, allowing you to immediately benefit from new 

features without the need for additional installation or IT as-

sistance. Because we can deliver new capabilities without 

impacting your operations, you receive frequent product en-

hancements throughout the year.





Advanced 
Camera Support.
Upgrade your DVR system to an HD video monitoring solution. Support 

for the latest megapixel cameras enables you to capture clearly detailed,  

high resolution video to view incidents and identify suspects with  

greater fidelity.

Edge Recording  Take advantage of your camera’s on-

board storage capabilities to reduce the amount of video 

that is transferred to the cloud. Video is only streamed 

from the local site to the cloud when video is viewed in 

Stratocast, allowing you to reduce the amount of cloud 

storage and bandwidth that is used.  



Web Application
Internet Explorer, 
Firefox, Safari, Chrome

Smart Phones & Tablets
Android, iOS, Windows Phone 8,
Windows 8 RT 

IP Camera

IP Camera

IP Camera



Security You Can Trust.
Built by the Leader in Enterprise Security  Stratocast 

brings 15 years of expertise in developing mission-critical  

video surveillance systems for customers that include 

the world’s most traveled airports, largest retailers, and  

government agencies, to an application tailored for small-

er installations.

Security & Availability  Nothing is more important to us 

than the security and access of your video recordings. 

Powered by the Microsoft Windows Azure cloud platform, 

Stratocast takes advantage of powerful datacenters that 

are distributed globally to ensure availability of services 24/7 

and accessibility from anywhere. Connection between  

the application and the cloud is protected through 

HTTPS SSL encryption, while Stratocast also undergoes 

annual Security Penetration Testing and Vulnerability 

Assessments by trusted independent advisors to ensure 

your information is secure.



                         Cloud Packages

Basic Standard Standard+ HD HD+

Max Resolution 1920x1080 640x480 800x600 1280x720 1920x1080

Guaranteed Retention
320x240 @ 5FPS Continuous

N/A 14 days  30 days 60 days 90 days

Max Frame Rate 15 FPS 15 FPS 15 FPS 15 FPS 15 FPS

Cloud Storage No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Edge Recording Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

SSL Encrypted Security Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Customer Support E-mail and phone support

On-Board 
Camera 

Recording 
Only



Flexible Plans.  
Affordable Pricing.

Cloud Packages  Pick the plan you need in order to access  

your business at any time, and from anywhere. Store your 

video in the cloud, keeping your recordings safe against 

hardware defect, theft, and vandalism. With flexible 

configuration options available, you can select the video  

resolutions, retention periods, and frame rates that match 

your requirements.  

Basic Plan  Take advantage of Stratocast Edge Recording  

capabilities by storing your recordings directly to SD cards  

on-board your cameras. Get access to Stratocast functionality, 

while reducing the bandwidth that you use.



Learn more at Stratocast.com
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